USS Apache
Mission #199
"Back in the Saddle"
10312.12

Prologue: The crew of the Apache is just outside the Neutral zone having just witness their beloved ship the Apache getting towed by two BOP's. 
The Away Team consisting of the XO, CTO, TO and OPS are in a shuttlepod on their way to try and take back what was theirs to begin with.

Meanwhile Dar'Tagh, is trying to restore power to the Apache to get her cloak up and running again.


              <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Ilianor says:
::seated on the bridge, trying to reinitialize the warp engines:: *Engineering*: Guys... we sorta need warp drive as soon as possible. A helmsman's not worth much if the core is down...

KYalt says:
#::works on using the emergency generators to restart the systems::

CMO_Powers says:
::in sickbay healing the last of the injured crewmen::

TO_Grey-feather says:
@:: sitting in shuttle pod running through a list of the equipment brought. Whistling as he does this, a nervous habit::

XO_Naegle says:
@::in the shuttlepod looking over the sensors::

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@ ::sitting in the shuttle ::

Dar`tagh says:
#::cuffs one of his subordinates across the face with his gauntleted hand, drawing blood from the nose and mouth:: K-EO: Go back to Kyalt. The next time I see you, it better be a positive report!

OPS_Solaa says:
@ :: in shuttlepod at the OPS station ::

EO Wilson says:
*FCO*: Calm down, Baran... we've almost got the core back up. Just give us another few minutes, it's nearly restored.

KYalt says:
#::uses the generators to restart the core ::

Host CO_Storal says:
::going thru the damage reports::

KYalt says:
#::waits to see if it works::

Dar`tagh says:
#::watches the underling scurry out under his snarl before turning his attention back to the sensor stations::


Action: The Shuttle pod lifts and clears from the Dissident's shuttlebay.


XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: We ready to kick some Klingon butt?

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Engineering reports that the warp core is almost restored. Furthermore, the shuttlepod has cleared the shuttlebay.

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: Good, but we can't leave them out there for too long.

XO_Naegle says:
@::monitors sensors as she speaks::

KYalt says:
#::Works on using every trick he knows to get the warpcore and power generators online::

OPS_Solaa says:
@ XO: Sir, if we get to the Apache, are just the four of us going to take back the ship?

Dar`tagh says:
#::eases down into the Apache's captain's chair and frowns at the softness::

KYalt says:
#::activates emergency restarts::

XO_Naegle says:
@OPS: Do you have doubts that the we can handle it?

TO_Grey-feather says:
@XO: Let's send as many of those thieves to Sto-Vo-Kor as we can ::punches his open hand with his fist::

KYalt says:
#::Activates emergency generators::

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Indeed. I fear for their safety, Sir, to infiltrate a ship of Klingons... a Defiant is a mighty powerful vessel, though, a powerful warp core...

XO_Naegle says:
@TO: Actually, their dishonor makes them ineligible for Sto-Vo-Kor, Ensign.

FCO_Ilianor says:
::keeps trying to re-initialize the warp engines::

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: SB366: Capt. Storal to SBOPS, the Klingons are towing the Apache into the neutral zone. Please advise...

CMO_Powers says:
::paces around sickbay, feeling useless::

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: We should have brought the doctor as a precaution, though.

Klingon Engineer says:
#::skulks back into Engineering, wiping blood from his face::

Host CO_Storal says:
::taps his combadge:: *CMO*: John, we could use your help up at OPS.

TO_Grey-feather says:
@:: frowns:: XO: Yeah your right sir.

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: Agreed, we are all dressed up for the party with no way to get there.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: Maybe so Commander, but, I don't think it will matter much if they get into the neutral zone.

RAdm Linard says:
COM: Apache: The Neutral Zone? What happened? I thought you'd be able to catch them in the Dissident.

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Why do you say that?

KYalt says:
#::activates emergency and auxilary power::

FCO_Ilianor says:
::in the meanwhile, begins to set up an anti-proton beam with the aux deflector::

OPS_Solaa says:
@ :: monitors communications and scans ::

CMO_Powers says:
*CO*: Aye sir. ::heads to the bridge::


Action: Auxilliary power activates on the Apache.


Klingon Engineer says:
#::spits out a mouthful of pinkish blood:: Kyalt: The commander wants a positive report.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: RAdm: They deployed a series of cloaked mines which disabled our warp core. We are making repairs but I don't know how long they are down.


Action: The core powers up on the Apache slowly but surely.


Klingon Engineer says:
#::hears systems coming up and smiles, a tooth missing:: Kyalt: I may have one for him. You got it working?

FCO_Ilianor says:
*EO_Wilson*: The shuttle's already left the shuttlebay, so time is ticking... ::jumps up as his console beeps::

KYalt says:
# K-EO: I suggest you start help to get this ship back online.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@ XO: We can't follow them into the Neutral Zone.

KYalt says:
#::restarts main power generators::

CMO_Powers says:
::enters the bridge::

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Well, we can if we get permission.  This is an emergency situation.

RAdm Linard says:
::sighs:: COM: Apache: Oh dear, this isn't good..... if you cross that neutral zone, that could very well start a war..... are you prepared to deal with that, Captain?

OPS_Solaa says:
@XO: I wish we could do SOMETHING... we're just out here taking scans.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: That's a BIG if Commander.

KYalt says:
#*Dar'tagh*: Cores starting up.

CMO_Powers says:
::takes position at OPS::

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: True, but I'm sure the captain is working on it.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Captain, long range sensors suggest that the Apache may be powering up, her energy signatures have become significantly more intensified just now.

XO_Naegle says:
@OPS: We're looking for our ship, Ensign.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: RAdm: We really don't have a choice Admiral. We can't let them take the Apache.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: I hope so Commander.

Klingon Engineer says:
#Kyalt: Do you want to report it? ::hopes he'll be able to reclaim face with the commander::

RAdm Linard says:
COM: Apache: Do what you have to, Ky. This could hurt the Federation peace treaty no matter what we do.

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: It'll be okay, Lieutenant.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Should we try to contact the Klingon council sir?


Action: All systems begin to come online on the Apache.


KYalt says:
#K-EO: Yes.


Action: The Apache is within sensor range of the Shuttlepod.


KYalt says:
#::powers up weapons,shields,and impulse engines::

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Negative. How long until we are operational?

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Apache within range, Lieutenant.

TO_Grey-feather says:
@CTO: What is our beam in point sir, are we going to retake engineering first?

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@TO: That's the plan Ensign.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Just a minute sir. ::checks progress reports::

OPS_Solaa says:
@CTO: Can we use the shuttlepod's phasers to hinder the Apache?

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@OPS:  You have the coordinates for main engineering?

Klingon Engineer says:
# ::grins with his bloody mouth and pulls out his communicator:: *Dar'Tagh*: Engineering reports power has been restored and systems are coming back online.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: RAdm: Acknowledged Sir, we will proceed when able. Storal out.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Warp is back online. ::reinitializing warp engines:: We have full warp capabilities now.

OPS_Solaa says:
@CTO: Yes, I do.

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: How long til she is operational?

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@OPS: We may be able to slow her down.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: We can move out now... are we to enter the neutral zone, sir?

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: That is affirmative Ensign. Set course and engage.

OPS_Solaa says:
@CTO: Let's do it. If we can hit the Apache in just the right spot... I'm sure you know what to do.

Host CO_Storal says:
OPS: Make a note in the ship's log that I am taking the Dissident into the Neutral Zone.

Dar`tagh says:
# ::rises from his seat triumphantly on the bridge:: Outloud: FINALLY!!! ::growls and snatches up his communicator:: Kyalt, bring weapons to full power! I want my prize battle ready.

KYalt says:
#*Dar'tagh*: We have warp.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::sets a course for the Apache's location and activates the warp engines:: Heading straight for the Apache, at warp 5.

KYalt says:
#::reconfigures the systems to handle the cloaking device::

Muh'Naqh says:
%COM: Dar'tagh: You have the Apache up and running? Shall we destroy our pursuers?

KYalt says:
#*Dar'tagh*: Phasers back online and fully charged.

OPS_Solaa says:
@CTO: But we have to hurry. The Apache could start it's cloak again, and we'll lose her.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Make sure all weapons and shields are at full power. Use an anti-proton scan ahead of us. It should make any mines that are left visible.

KYalt says:
#*Dar'tagh*: Let's continue over the border so we can have reinforcements.

TO_Grey-feather says:
@CTO: I suggest targeting the phasers at the ventral plating, it is the most direct route to the engineering systems

Dar`tagh says:
#COM: Muh'Naqh: I want that pleasure, but you may 'escort' them here.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Aye sir. ::does as the CO said::

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: Janet, we have restored power to the ship and are enroute.

KYalt says:
#::accesses the Dissandents prefix code and trys to shut it down completely::

Dar`tagh says:
*Kyalt*: Reinforcements, for a crippled ship? Bah! Come to the bridge, I need you here.

XO_Naegle says:
@COM: Dissident: Acknowledged, Captain.

KYalt says:
#::powers up cloak::

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@:: looks at the controls :: XO: I've got her full throttle now Sir.

XO_Naegle says:
@All: The Dissident is on it's way to help out!

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: See if you can use the Apache's prefix codes to shut her down.

KYalt says:
#::sets the transporter to beam him to the bridge::

Muh'Naqh says:
%::chuckles:: COM: Dar'tagh: You won't need to. They just crossed the neutral zone ::signals that both BOP's power their cloaks:: We could easily let the Empire deal with this.

CMO_Powers says:
::tries using the codes::

FCO_Ilianor says:
::watches his monitor for any signs of mining::

OPS_Solaa says:
@TO: Are we in range?

KYalt says:
#::arrives on the bridge::

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: That's the best news I've heard.

Dar`tagh says:
# COM: Muh'Naqh: We flushed the prey fowl, we deserve the feast. Come about and engage!

KYalt says:
#Dar'tagh: This ship is still a warship.

KYalt says:
#::Activates cloak::

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Take the ship to red alert.

Dar`tagh says:
# ::reclaims his chair and starts barking orders to bring the Apache about:: Kyalt: What took you so long! Is our cloaking field stable?

TO_Grey-feather says:
@OPS: Affirmative, we are in range

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Yeah, let's get our ship back.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Aye sir ::brings the Dissident to red alert::

Muh'Naqh says:
%COM: Dar'Tagh: You fool! Do you want who hired you to have your head on a platter? You were hired to do a job, not take that ship into battle! She's needed in one piece!

KYalt says:
#Dar'tagh: We should get to the rendezvous point.


Action: Klaxons blare red alert on the Dissident


Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Set our phasers to the Apache's shield frequency and prepare to fire. Target her engines.

CMO_Powers says:
::scans the are to pinpoint the distortions left by cloaked ships::

TO_Grey-feather says:
:: targets the Apache :: CTO: Ready to fire on your command.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: Amen to that Commander.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: XO: Janet we are going to try and engage the three ships. Try and beam aboard the Apache once your in range.

Dar`tagh says:
# COM: Muh'Naqh: I don't run from fowl. ::snaps at the communications officer to close the channel::

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: On your command, we can fire.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Aye sir ::sets the phasers to the Apache's sheild frequency::

Dar`tagh says:
# Kyalt: Weapons hot. Let them taste their own fire.

XO_Naegle says:
@COM: CO: Acknowledged Captain. We're within range now.

XO_Naegle says:
@TO: Fire.

KYalt says:
#::Activates weapons::

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: Perpare to initate evasive manuvers.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Fire!

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Aye, sir, plotting evasive pattern delta-2.

Muh'Naqh says:
%::growls and slams his fist down on the console::

CMO_Powers says:
::fires at the engines of the Apache::

TO_Grey-feather says:
:: fires all phasers at the Apache :: XO: Aye sir

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@ XO: Plotting evasives Commander.

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Acknowledged.  Let's be prepared to beam aboard once the shields are down.

OPS_Solaa says:
@XO: Coordinates are ready when you are, sir.

CMO_Powers says:
::fires again::

XO_Naegle says:
@OPS: Thank you, Ensign.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Fire at will, keep a watch out for the BOP's.


Action: Phasers from the Dissident hit the Apache and cause another power surge in her main thrusters as both BOP's decloak on either side of the Dissident and begin to pound her with phaser fire... 


CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: Aye Sir. TO: Be ready Ensign.

CMO_Powers says:
::fires phasers and torps at the BOP's weapon systems and engines::

FCO_Ilianor says:
::tries to evade the enemy fire, but the BOPs are flanking the Dissident...::

TO_Grey-feather says:
@:: his muscles tense :: CTO: Ready sir


Action: The Dissidents weapons cause little damage to their shielding.


Dar`tagh says:
# ::feels the ship lurch and slow:: Kyalt: Fool! You kept the frequency they had? Change it!

Host CO_Storal says:
::rocks back in the command chair as enemy fire hits the ship::

KYalt says:
#Dar'tagh:Sir this ship is in no condition to fight yet.We need to get across the border before Starfleet sends more ships.

CMO_Powers says:
::fires another volley of torpedoes::

Dar`tagh says:
# ::orders the weapons officer to loose a spread of the Apache's photon torpedoes toward the Dissident.::

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: Sir, the torpedos can be configured to get the shield frequencies of the Klingon ships and then pound them. Should I inform the Captain?

KYalt says:
#Dar'tagh: We needed the time to finish repairs!

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Yes, do so.

Muh'Naqh says:
%COM: Dar'Tagh: Dar'tagh! You P'Taq! Take that ship into the underground or I'll come over there and kill you where you stand!!

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Captain, the vessels are flanking the Dissident, firing on both sides of us. ::places the dissident on erratic maneuvers to try to confuse the BOP targeting scanners::

KYalt says:
#Dar'tagh: Cloaking now.

CMO_Powers says:
::fires pulse phasers, changing frequency with each pulse::

TO_Grey-feather says:
@XO: The phasers have charged, shall I continue firing?

Dar`tagh says:
# ::throws his hands into the air:: Outloud: I am surrounded by cowards!  ::exhales heavily, seeing the red lights reappear on his screens:: Kyalt: Fine, turn and run.


Action: Three Klingon cruisers appear on the Dissident's long range sensors.


KYalt says:
#::cloaks the ship::

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: Has the away team beamed aboard the Apache?


Action: The Apache disappears into cloak.


XO_Naegle says:
@TO: Continue firing until we get the shields down.

CMO_Powers says:
::fires again at the Apache's engines::

OPS_Solaa says:
@XO: They've cloaked again!

Dar`tagh says:
# ::stabs the comm button:: Muh'Naqh: I am retreating. I don't want to see their running lights any longer. Destroy them, if you have the skill.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: I do not believe so. The Apache's shields have not dropped and... they have just cloaked!

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@*CO* Sir, the torpedos can be reconfigured to indicate the shield frequencie of the enemy ships.  Abbott can do it.

XO_Naegle says:
@OPS: Crud!  That's not good news.

KYalt says:
#Dar'tagh: Warp at your discretion.

OPS_Solaa says:
@XO: No, sir, it is not. :: madly tries to get back the Apache's location ::

TO_Grey-feather says:
@:: begins firing repeatedly at the Apache leading his shots as she cloaks:: XO: Aye

XO_Naegle says:
@TO: When they decloak again aim for engineering!  I want that cloaking device destroyed!

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: The Apache isn't used to having a cloak.. you should still be able to track her engine signature.

Muh'Naqh says:
%COM: Dar'Tagh: You are lucky you are on the bridge of that ship. When next I see you, I will take pleasure in spilling your blood... coward...

OPS_Solaa says:
@XO: I suggest we fire and then board as quickly as possible so we can't give them time to cloak back.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: CTO: Acknowledged.

XO_Naegle says:
@OPS: I'm inclined to agree.

TO_Grey-feather says:
@XO: Yes sir  :: places a secondary target lock onto the engineering section::

Host CO_Storal says:
Abbott: You heard the Lieutenant.. make the necessary modifications.

XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Do you see a problem with that, Lieutenant?

KYalt says:
#::engages the engines into klingnon space::


Action: Both BOPs continue to pound the Dissident, weakening her shields


KYalt says:
#::sets for warp eight::

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO:  Not at all Sir.

Sec Abbott says:
CO: Yes, Sir. It will give me pleasure to take down these P'Taqs... they are without the honour their mother gave them.

OPS_Solaa says:
@XO: Can we shoot in its last direction and see if I can detect anything? They probably haven't moved much from where they were.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: I'm afraid not, captain. The Apache isn't registering at all... and the BOPs are showing no signs of terminating their attacks... implementing a new evasive pattern.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Our shields are weakening under the barrage from the BOPs sir.


Action: The Apache streaks toward the heart of Klingon space.


XO_Naegle says:
@CTO: Then let's do it.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Boost power to the shields and keep firing.

OPS_Solaa says:
@Self: By now, they've probably crossed over the border...

XO_Naegle says:
@OPS: I'm up for anything right now.  So go ahead and try that.

KYalt says:
#::increases to max warp::

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: XO: Janet we have lost them and are getting pounded by the BOP's.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Aye sir. ::boosts power to the shields and fires another volley of torpedoes and phaser fire::

OPS_Solaa says:
@TO: Shoot at the Apache's last coordinates, but compensate for speed and time, if you please.

XO_Naegle says:
COM: CO: We're trying something to try to see what's going on.  We're not having much luck either.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
@XO: What about tacheon emmissions? OPS: Scan for those emmissions.


Action: One of the BOP's decloaks on top of the shuttlepod, beaming the inhabitants onboard the bridge of the Klingon Ship. Right away a barage of Klingon's grab them and take their weapons.


CMO_Powers says:
CO: When's our support meant to be getting here?

TO_Grey-feather says:
$:: continues firing and leading the Apache compensating for movement :: OPS: Already doing it

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: I requested back up.. but got no response...

XO_Naegle says:
$Klingons: Hey!

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Do you have any ideas on what you think the replacement Apache should be?

OPS_Solaa says:
$ :: kicks and yells wildly against her assailants ::

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: We may have lost her now.. but it's not over...

Muh'Naqh says:
%::signals for his officer to cloak again:: BOP-2: Let's get moving.... these Federation types are not worthy of our skill.....

TO_Grey-feather says:
$:: tries to use his strength to break free::

XO_Naegle says:
$::tries to resist::

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Do we have mines sir?

KYalt says:
#*K-EO*: Get our engines adjusted to where they cannot track our cloak.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: I'm afraid not.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
$ :: tries to break free ::

FCO_Ilianor says:
CMO: Are mines not illegal?

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Damn. ::carries on firing with torps and phasers::

XO_Naegle says:
$Klingons: I don't know what you're trying to do, but you won't get away with it.


Action: The Away Team is ushered off the bridge and into a corridor, where they are thrown into holding cells. Six massive Klingon guards stand by.


FCO_Ilianor says:
CMO: Perhaps if you tell me your plan of attack, we can coordinate.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: XO: Janet, status report...

TO_Grey-feather says:
$Klingons: 'ie enveinniht ikjrhes htta'nvnnichrei E' ehdhihss Tal'Shiar :: continues to struggle ::

CMO_Powers says:
FCO: Maybe we could fly right up to them with possibly the Picard manouver and blow the hell out of them? FCO: What do you think?


Action: There is no response from the Away Team


Host CO_Storal says:
::when he doesn't get a response:: CMO: Can you detect the away team on the pod...?

OPS_Solaa says:
$ALL: Is everyone alright?

CMO_Powers says:
::checks:: CO: No sir.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CMO: Interesting... but there are two vessels pummeling us here. And, I'm afraid their shields are quite strong, whereas ours are quite weak.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Are we even damaging the BOP's?

CMO_Powers says:
CO: We're weakening their shields slightly sir::


Action: One of the BOPs sheilds drop.... the one containing the Away Team is cloaked and cannot be found...


CMO_Powers says:
FCO: Attacking one at a time would concentrate our power though.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CMO: What I mean is, the Klingons have two vantage points instead of one.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Captain, shields have dropped on one of the vessels. Pursuing...

CMO_Powers says:
CO: One of the BOPs has gone into cloak sir... I can't find it.

CMO_Powers says:
FCO: I'm a doctor... not a mirical worker

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Can you detect the away team on the other BOP?

TO_Grey-feather says:
$:: in his cell looking it over for a weak point ::

XO_Naegle says:
$All: Is everyone all right?

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
$:: begins to look around for a way out ::

Host CO_Storal says:
Abbott: Mr. Abbott you are to take the Dissident back into Federation space.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Hang on sir.

CTO_Telgar_Nash says:
$XO: Aye Sir.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO/FCO: Let's go hunting..


Action: The damaged BOP cloaks and disappears while an incoming hail from three Klingon cruisers comes through to the Dissident


CMO_Powers says:
CO: No sir.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: I beg your pardon, captain?

XO_Naegle says:
$All: Our primary goal is still to get the Aapche back.

Sec Abbott says:
CO: Sir?

OPS_Solaa says:
$XO: Well, sir... permission to be frank?

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Klingon Cruisers are firing sir. The only ship that could win this would be a Promethius.

Host CO_Storal says:
::slams his fist down on his console:: Abbott: Nevermind...

Host CO_Storal says:
FCO: Take us back into Federation space....

XO_Naegle says:
$::nods::OPS: Go ahead.

OPS_Hoyak says:
&COM: Dissident: What is your purpose? Please answer.

OPS_Solaa says:
$XO: Well... as you can see... we are in no position to do so. Who know's WHERE we are. For all we know, we've crossed the border!

CO_Drang says:
& ::ignores the throbbing red lights on his bridge nad concentrates on the viewscreen, curious and furious::

CMO_Powers says:
CO: We're being hailed by one of the Cruisers sir.

Host CO_Storal says:
CMO: Onscreen.

OPS_Hoyak says:
&CO:We should intercept should we not?

XO_Naegle says:
$OPS: Agreed.  We need to find a way out of this . . . somehow.

FCO_Ilianor says:
CO: Plotting course.

CMO_Powers says:
CO: Aye sir. ::puts it on screen::

OPS_Hoyak says:
&::puts message on screen::

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: Klingon cruiser: This Capt. Storal of the Dissident, We are persuing a stolen Federation ship.

CO_Drang says:
& ::keeps his voice low and menacing:: COM: Dissident: You are far afield of your lands, Starfleet. Why have you invaded the Klingon Empire?


Action: As the CTO is getting shoved into one of the cells she struggles with the Klingon Thug and he hits her across the jaw sending her into unconsciousness.


OPS_Solaa says:
$CTO: NO!

CO_Drang says:
&COM: Dissident: The only Federation ship on my sensors is yours!

OPS_Solaa says:
$Klingons: Damn, you cowards!

TO_Grey-feather says:
$::lunges at the Klingon guard for hitting the CTO :: Klingon: You...

CMO_Powers says:
ALL: Must not have very good sensors.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: Drang: They installed a cloaking device and fled. I will be happy to send you our sensor logs to confirm our story

XO_Naegle says:
@TO: Stand down, Ensign!!!!

Guard says:
@::yanks out his D'Taghk and brandishes it at the TO's throat:: TO: Are you challenging me??? Small one??

TO_Grey-feather says:
@XO: Yes sir :: as he walks back into the cell :: Klingon: P'tagh ::spits::

Guard says:
@::growls:: TO: I'm under orders not to kill you.... ::grins menacingly::... but accidents CAN happen...

Host CO_Storal says:
::chuckles at the CMO::

XO_Naegle says:
@TO: Maybe you've forgotten but it was your challenge on the Apache that got us into this mess?

CO_Drang says:
# ::lifts his chin lightly, still clearly suspicious:: COM Dissident: Why would anyone steal a Federation ship and bring it here? We have plenty of ships of our own? And your sensor logs could serve only to further a covert invasion.

TO_Grey-feather says:
Guard: Yes accidents happen that would explain you. So release me before you get what honor you have taken away.

OPS_Hoyak says:
#::laughs at the notion::

XO_Naegle says:
@Klingon: I don't know what you expect to prove, but you WON'T get away with it.

Host CO_Storal says:
COM: Drang: I understand your skeptisim. It was a band of Klingons. I don't know thier reasoning. All I know is that they took the ship and entered the neutral zone. I will be happy to discuss this face to face.

OPS_Solaa says:
$Guard: Sto-Vo-Kor is not for you!

OPS_Solaa says:
$:: goes and stands by the XO ::

CO_Drang says:
&::lifts a bushy eyebrow:: COM Dissident: Happy? Happy to discuss it with me? ::laughs:: Fine. Come, be happy. But first, stand down your shields and weapons.


Action: As Drang and Storal agree to meet, both BOP's and the stolen Apache have disappeared well into Klingon Space.


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

